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Abstract ID : 5

Designing a future Conditions Database based on
LHC experience

Abstract
The ATLAS and CMS Conditions Database infrastructures have served each of the respective
experiments well through LHC Run 1, providing efficient access to a wide variety of conditions
information needed in online data taking and offline processing and analysis. During the
long shutdown between Run 1 and Run 2, we have taken various measures to improve our
systems for Run 2. In some cases, a drastic change was not possible because of the relatively
short time scale to prepare for Run 2. In this process, and in the process of comparing to
the systems used by other experiments, we realized that for Run 3, we should consider more
fundamental changes and possibilities.
We seek changes which would streamline conditions data management, improve monitoring
tools, better integrate the use of metadata, incorporate analytics to better understand
conditions usage, as well as investigate fundamental changes in the storage technology, which
might be more efficient while minimizing maintenance of the data as well as simplify the
access to it. This contribution will describe architectures we are evaluating and testing
which we think will address the problematic areas while providing improved services.
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Modular and scalable RESTful API to sustain STAR
collaboration’s record keeping

Abstract
STAR collaboration’s record system is a collection of heterogeneous and sparse information
associated to each members and institutions. In its original incarnation, only flat information
were stored revealing many restrictions such as the lack of historical change information, the
inability to keep track of members leaving and re-joining or the ability to easily extend the
saved information as new requirements appear.
In mid-2013, a new project was launched covering for an extensive set of revisited requirements.
The requirements led us to a design based on a RESTful API, back-end storage engine
relying on key/value pair data representation model coupled with a tiered architecture design.
This design was motivated by the fact that unifying many STAR tools, relying on the same
business logic and storage engine, was a key and central feature for the maintainability
of records. This central service API would leave no ambiguities and provide easy service
integration between STAR tools.
The new design stores the changes in records dynamically and allows tracking the changes
chronologically. The storage engine is extensible as new field of information emerges (member
specific or general) without affecting the presentation or the business logic layers. The
new record system features a convenient administrative interface, fuzzy algorithms for data
entry and search and provides basic statistics and graphs. Finally, this modular approach
is supplemented with access control, allowing sensitive information and administrative
operations away from public users.
In this contribution, we will review the requirements, present our design and its benefits as
well as illustrate the power of the approach using practical examples for record keeping in a
large collaboration like STAR.
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The ATLAS Trigger Core Configuration and
Execution System in Light of the ATLAS Upgrade

for LHC Run 2

Abstract
During the 2013/14 shutdown of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the ATLAS first level
trigger (L1T) and the data acquisition system (DAQ) were substantially upgraded to cope
with the increase in luminosity and collision multiplicity, expected to be delivered by the
LHC in 2015.
To name a few, the L1T was extended on the calorimeter side (L1Calo) to better cope with
pile-up and apply better-tuned isolation criteria on electron, photon, and jet candidates. The
central trigger (CT) was widened to analyze twice as many inputs, provide more trigger lines,
and serve multiple sub-detectors in parallel during calibration periods. A new FPGA-based
trigger, capable of analyzing event topologies at 40 MHz, was added to provide further
input to forming the level 1 trigger decision (L1Topo). On the DAQ side the dataflow was
completely remodeled, merging the two previously existing stages of the software-based high
level trigger into one.
Partially because of these changes, partially because of the new trigger paradigm to have
more full event analysis, the high level trigger (HLT) execution framework and the trigger
configuration system had to be upgraded, tools and data content had to be adapted to the
new ATLAS analysis model. In this paper we describe this work:
The algorithm execution framework was changed to seamlessly work within the merged HLT,
the data access providers were adapted to the new dataflow. The event building, at which
point all data are retrieved from the readout system, can now dynamically change with
progressing event feature extraction, allowing a more flexible adjustment to dataflow con-
straints. The cost monitoring framework which analyzes data access and CPU consumption,
even prior to data taking, was extended to work within the merged system, several other
improvements followed.
The HLT execution was moved to a memory-saving multi-process application, in which many
event processors are forked after the system configuration. They thus share common data
such as geometry and conditions information, leading to a dramatic reduction in the overall
memory consumption. Compared to Run 1 many more event processors can run on each
machine.
Upon request from the ATLAS physics groups a new kind of data stream was implement, in
which only a small subset of the reconstructed trigger objects and no detector data is stored.
Since the trigger reconstruction in Run 2 almost compares to the offline in resolution, these
data make search analyses that require high statistics feasible.
As a consequence of these changes, the new ATLAS data model, and the new dual environment
analysis approach, the tools that are provided for trigger aware analysis had to be completely
restructured. In particular the reduction and specialization of data content in derived data
sets was posing a challenge for the trigger, a new trigger data slimming was invented.
The database driven trigger configuration system, which describes the physics implemented
at L1 and HLT, needs to reflect all changes in the L1 and HLT system. It now incorporates
the configuration for the new L1Topo trigger, has extended the configuration capabilities
of the L1Calo and CT and the describes are merged HLT. A new system for automatically
adjust the trigger prescale factors to the dropping luminosity during a run was devised and
implemented.
We also present measurements of the trigger execution on first data with the new ATLAS
trigger algorithms and selection.
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Evolution of Database Replication Technologies for
WLCG

Abstract

During LHC run 1 ATLAS and LHCb databases have been using Oracle Streams replication
technology for their use cases of data movement between online and offline Oracle databases.
Moreover ATLAS has been using Streams to replicate conditions data from CERN to selected
Tier 1s. GoldenGate is a new technology introduced by Oracle to replace and improve
on Streams, by providing better performance, robustness, manageability and support. At
the same time Oracle Active Data Guard is an another technology that fulfils several use
cases in this area, by allowing the creation of read-only copies of production databases,
currently in use by CMS, ALICE and more recently by ATLAS for controls data. In this
paper we will provide a short review of when GoldenGate is preferable to Streams/Active
Data Guard. Further we will report the details of the migration of CERN and Tier 1s
database replication setups/configurations from Streams to GoldenGate. In particular we
will describe the architecture of GoldenGate replication services, our performance tests for
remote replication done in collaboration with ATLAS and Tier 1 database administrators and
the return of experience from running GoldenGate in production. We will also summarize
our tests for future work on how GoldenGate can be used to reduce the downtime for Oracle
version upgrades and on using GoldenGate for heterogeneous database replication.
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Scale Out Databases for CERN Use Cases

Abstract

Data generation rates are expected to grow very fast for some database workloads going into
LHC run 2 and beyond. In particular this is expected for data coming from controls, logging
and monitoring systems. Storing, administering and accessing big data sets in a relational
database system is in certain cases very demanding on the technology and therefore on costs.
Notably one of the critical parts in the architecture of Oracle database clusters is the use of
shared storage. Therefore there is a high interest in the CERN database community to look
for alternative solutions for storing and querying big data volumes with fast and scalable
data access time. Scale out database engines are an emerging and rapidly developing area.
Recently a technical solution that has attracted attention is Cloudera Impala with columnar
storage provided by Parquet on top of Hadoop Distributed File System. This solution has
the additional benefit of offering SQL as the main data access interface which makes it easy
to integrate with existing client application. In this paper we will describe the architecture
of database systems based on Impala Hadoop clusters and we will discuss the results of our
tests, including tests of data loading and integration with existing data sources, notably
Oracle databases. We will report on query performance tests done with various data sets of
interest at CERN, notably the accelerator log database.
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Multi-threaded Object Streaming

Abstract

The CMS experiment at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider in Geneva redesigned the code
handling the conditions data during the last years, aiming to increase performance and
enhance maintainability. The new design includes a move to serialise all payloads before
storing them into the database, allowing the handling of the payloads in external tools
independent of a given software release. In this talk we present the results of performance
studies done using the serialisation package from the Boost suite as well as serialisation done
with the ROOT (v5) tools. Furthermore, as the Boost tools allow parallel (de-)serialisation,
we show the performance gains achieved with parallel threads when de-serialising a realistic
set of conditions in CMS. Without specific optimisations an overall speed up of a factor of
3-4 was achieved using multi-threaded loading and de-serialisation of our conditions.
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Automated workflows for critical time-dependent
calibrations at the CMS experiment.

Abstract
Fast and efficient methods for the calibration and the alignment of the detector are a key
asset to exploit the physics potential of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector and to
ensure timely preparation of results for conferences and publications.
To achieve this goal, the CMS experiment has set up a powerful framework. This includes
automated workflows in the context of a prompt calibration concept, which allows for a quick
turnaround of the calibration process following as fast as possible any change in running
conditions.
The presentation will review the design and operational experience of these workflows and the
related monitoring system during the LHC RunI and focus on the development, deployment
and commissioning in preparation of RunII.
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Big Data Analytics as a Service Infrastructure:
Challenges, Desired Properties and Solutions

Abstract

CERN’s accelerator complex is an extreme data generator, every second an important amount
of comprehensively heterogeneous data coming from control equipment and monitoring
agents is persisted and needs to be analysed. Over the decades, CERN’s researching and
engineering teams have applied different approaches, techniques and technologies. This
situation has minimized the necessary collaboration and more relevantly the cross data
analytics over different domains. These two factors are essential to unlock hidden insights
and correlations between the underlying processes, which enable better and more efficient
daily-based accelerators operations and more informed decisions. The proposed Big Data
Analytics as a Service Infrastructure aims to: (1) Integrate the existing developments. (2)
Centralize and standardize the complex data analytics needs for the wide CERN research
and engineering community. (3) Deliver real time and batch data analytics capabilities and
(4) provide transparent access and extraction-transformation-load, ETL, mechanisms to
the different and critical-mission existing data repositories. This paper reflects the desired
properties resulting from the analysis on CERN’s data analytics requirements; the main
challenges: technological, collaborative and educational; and finally potential solutions and
lessons learned.
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Data Science for Improving CERN’s Accelerator
Complex Control Systems

Abstract

Data science is about unlocking valuable insights and obtaining deep knowledge out of
the data. Its application enables more efficient daily-based operations and more intelligent
decision-making processes. CERN has been very successful on developing custom data-
driven control and monitoring systems. Several millions of control devices: sensors, front-end
equipment, etc., make up these critical-mission services and have lead to a significant
investment in terms of data persistency. Exploiting CERN’s historical investment on data
and evolve the controls and monitoring infrastructures to intelligent, predictive and proactive
control and monitoring systems has become an essential task to overcome some the most
important challenges to be faced in the coming years. CERN’s Engineering, Beams and
Information Technology departments have documented this fact. This paper describes
how applied data science: classification, clustering, time series forecasting and information
discovery techniques, allows us to improve the efficiency of CERN’s control and monitoring
systems by performing efficient and intelligent predictive maintenance on control equipment,
detecting potential anomalies and spotting hidden root causes. Future developments and
applications are also discussed.
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NoSQL technologies for the CMS Conditions
Database

Abstract
With the restart of the LHC in 2015, the growth of the CMS Conditions dataset will continue,
therefore the need of consistent and highly available access to the Conditions makes a great
cause to revisit different aspects of the current data storage solutions.
We present a study of alternative data storage backends for the Conditions Databases, by
evaluating some of the most popular NoSQL databases to support a key-value representation
of the CMS Conditions. An important detail about the Conditions that the payloads are
stored as BLOBs, and they can reach sizes that may require special treatment (splitting)
in these NoSQL databases. As big binary objects may be a bottleneck in several database
systems, and also to give an accurate baseline, a testing framework extension was implemented
to measure the characteristics of the handling of arbitrary binary data in these databases.
Based on the evaluation, prototypes of a document store, using a column-oriented and plain
key-value store, are deployed. An adaption layer to access the backends in the CMS Offline
software was developed to provide transparent support for these NoSQL databases in the
CMS context. Additional data modelling approaches and considerations in the software
layer, deployment and automatization of the databases are also covered in the research. In
this paper we present the results of the evaluation as well as a performance comparison of
the prototypes studied.
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SWATCH: common control SW for the uTCA-based
upgraded CMS L1 Trigger

Abstract
The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) L1 (Level-1) Trigger electronics are composed of a
large number of different cards based on the VMEBus standard. The majority of the system
is being replaced to adapt the trigger to the higher collision rates the LHC will deliver after
the LS1 (Long Shutdown 1), the first phase on the CMS upgrade program. As a consequence,
the software that controls, monitors and tests the hardware will need to be re-written.
The upgraded trigger will consist of a set of general purpose boards of similar technology
that follow the uTCA specification, thus resulting in a more homogeneous system. A great
effort has been made to identify the common firmware blocks and components shared across
different cards, regardless of the role they play within the trigger data path. A similar line of
work has been followed in order to identify all possible common functionalities in the control
software, as well as in the database where the hardware initialisation and configuration data
are stored. This will not only increase the homogeneity on the software and database sides,
but it will also reduce the manpower needed to accommodate the online SW to the changes
on hardware. Due to the fact that the upgrade will take place in different stages, it has been
taken into consideration that these new components had to be integrated in the current SW
framework.
This paper presents the design of the control SW and configuration database for the upgraded
L1 Trigger.
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Accelerating Scientific Analysis with SciDB

Abstract

SciDB is an open-source analytical database for scalable complex analytics on very large
array or multi-structured data from a variety of sources, programmable from Python and
R. It runs on HPC, commodity hardware grids, or in a cloud and can manage and analyze
terabytes of array-structured data and do complex analytics in-database. We present an
overall description of the SciDB framework and describe its implementation at NERSC at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. A case study using SciDB to analyze data from
the LUX dark matter detector is described. LUX is a 370 kg liquid xenon time-projection
chamber built to directly detect galactic dark matter in an underground laboratory 1 mile
under the Black Hills in South Dakota, USA. In the 2013 initial data run, LUX collected
86 million events and wrote 32 TB of data of which only 160 events are retained for final
analysis. The data rate for the new dark matter run starting in 2014 is expected to exceed
250 TB / year. We describe how SciDB is used to dramatically streamline the data collection
and analysis, and discuss future plans for a large parallel SciDB array at NERSC.
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Studies of Big Data meta-data segmentation
between relational and non-relational databases

Abstract

In recent years the concepts of Big Data became well established in IT-technologies. Most
systems (for example Distributed Data Management or Workload Management systems)
produce metadata that describes actions performed on jobs, stored data or other entities
and its volume takes one to the realms of Big Data on many occasions. This metadata
can be used to obtain information about the current system state, the aggregation of data
for summary purposes and for statistical and trend analysis of the processes this system
drives. The latter requires metadata to be stored for a long period of time. On the example
of PanDA (Workload Management System for distributed production and analysis for the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC and astro-particle experiments AMS and LSST) it can be
seen that the growth rate of the volume of stored information has increased significantly
over the last few years: from 500k completed jobs per day in 2011 up to 2 million nowadays.
Database is the central component of the PanDA architecture. Currently RDBMS (Oracle
or MySQL) is used as the storage backend. To provide better performance and scalability
the data stored in relational storage is partitioned into actual (“live”) and archive (historical)
parts. But even in this scheme, as the “archived” data volume grows, the underlying software
and hardware stack encounters certain limits that negatively affect processing speed and the
possibilities of metadata analysis. We had investigated a new class of database technologies
commonly referred to as NoSQL databases. We suggest to use NoSQL solution for finalized,
reference portion of essentially read-only data to improve performance and scalability. We
had developed and implemented a heterogeneous storage which consists of both relational
and non-relational databases and provides an API for unified access to stored meta-data. We
present methods of partitioning the data between two database classes, methods for efficient
storage of NoSQL backend for archived data, including the analysis of different indexing
schemes based on the statistics of the most frequently used queries to the historical data. We
also present a comparison between different NoSQL databases to conclude their applicability
to our solution. Performance of “archived” data storage in the analytical tasks is shown in
the quantitative scalability and performance test results, including testing NoSQL storage
against Oracle RDBMS. This work is conducted as a part of the project to expand PanDA
beyond HEP and LHC experiments.

Primary author(s) : Dr. GRIGORIEVA, Maria (National Research Centre "Kurchatov
Institute"); Ms. GOLOSOVA, Marina (National Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute")
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The CMS Condition Database system

Abstract

The Condition Database plays a key role in the CMS computing infrastructure. The
complexity of the detector and the variety of the sub-systems involved are setting tight
requirements for handling the Conditions. In the last two years the collaboration has put
an effort in the re-design of the Condition Database system, with the aim to improve the
scalability and the operability for the data taking starting in 2015. The re-design has focused
in simplifying the architecture, using the lessons learned during the operation of the previous
data-taking period. In the new system the relational features of the database schema are
mainly exploited to handle the metadata ( Tag and Interval of Validity ), allowing for a
limited and controlled set of queries. The bulk condition data ( Payloads ) are stored as
unstructured binary data, allowing the storage in a single table with a common layout for
all of the condition data types. In this presentation, we describe the full architecture of
the system, including the services implemented for uploading payloads and the tools for
browsing the database. Furthermore, the implementation choices for the core software will
be discussed.
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The importance of having an appropriate relational
data segmentation in ATLAS

Abstract

In this paper we describe specific technical solutions put in place in various database
applications of the ATLAS experiment at LHC where we make use of several partitioning
techniques available in Oracle 11g. With the broadly used range partitioning and its option
of automatic interval partitioning we add our own logic in PLSQL procedures and scheduler
jobs to sustain data sliding windows in order to enforce various data retention policies. We
also make use of the new Oracle 11g reference partitioning in the Nightly Build System to
achieve uniform data segmentation. However the most challenging issue was to segment
the data of the new ATLAS Distributed Data Management system (Rucio), which resulted
in tens of thousands list type partitions and sub-partitions. Partition and sub-partition
management, index strategy, statistics gathering and queries execution plan stability are
important factors when choosing an appropriate physical model for the application data
management. The so-far accumulated knowledge and analysis on the new Oracle 12c version
features that could be beneficial will be shared with the audience.
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Abstract ID : 167

An object-oriented approach to generating highly
configurable Web interfaces for the ATLAS

experiment

Abstract

In order to manage a heterogeneous and worldwide collaboration, the ATLAS experiment
developed web systems that range from supporting the process of publishing scientific papers
to monitoring equipment radiation levels. These systems are vastly supported by Glance, a
technology that was set forward in 2004 to create an abstraction layer on top of different
databases; it automatically recognizes their modelling and generates web search interfaces.
Fence (Front ENd ENgine for glaNCE) assembles classes to build applications by making
extensive use of configuration files. It produces templates of the core JSON files on top
of which it is possible to create Glance-compliant search interfaces. Once the database,
its schemas and tables are defined using Glance, its records can be incorporated into the
templates by escaping the returned values with a reference to the column identifier wrapped
around double enclosing brackets. The developer may also expand on available configuration
files to create HTML forms and securely interact with the database. A token is issued within
each deployed form as a random string of characters which must then be matched whenever
it is posted. Additionally, once the user is authenticated through CERN’s Shibboleth single
sign-on, Fence assigns them roles and permissions as stored in the database. Clearance
attributes can then be bound to individual inputs within their own JSON description so
that whenever they are submitted, the resulting system verifies whether the user has the
necessary permissions to edit them. Input validation is primarily carried out on the server
side with PHP but, following progressive enhancement guidelines, verification routines may
be additionally entrusted to the client side by enabling specific HTML5 data attributes
which are then handed over to the jQuery validation plugin. User monitoring is accomplished
by logging URL requests along with any POST data. The documentation is automatically
published from the source code using the Doxygen tool and made accessible in a web
interface. Fence, therefore, speeds up the implementation of Web software products while
minimizing maintenance overhead and facilitating the comprehension of embedded rules and
requirements.
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Abstract ID : 168

AGIS: Evolution of Distributed Computing
information system for ATLAS

Abstract

The variety of the ATLAS Computing Infrastructure requires a central information system
to define the topology of computing resources and to store the different parameters and
configuration data which are needed by the various ATLAS software components. The
ATLAS Grid Information System (AGIS) is the system designed to integrate configuration
and status information about resources, services and topology of the computing infrastructure
used by ATLAS Distributed Computing applications and services. Being an intermediate
middleware system between clients and external information sources (like central BDII,
GOCDB, MyOSG), AGIS defines the relations between experiment specific used resources
and physical distributed computing capabilities. We describe the evolution and the recent
developments of AGIS functionalities, including new bulk update implementation for user
interfaces. The improvements of information model are also shown, in particular the
consolidation of computing resources definition for the ATLAS workload management system
(PanDA). We will explain how the AGIS flexibility and scalability allow the transparent
definition of virtual resources like Cloud and HPC capabilities recently become widely used
by ATLAS.
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Abstract ID : 181

Evolution of the Architecture of the ATLAS
Metadata Interface (AMI)

Abstract
The ATLAS Metadata Interface (AMI) can be considered to be a mature application because
it has existed for at least 10 years. Over the years, the number of users and the number of
functions provided for these users has increased.
It has been necessary to adapt the hardware infrastructure in a seamless way so that the
Quality of Service remains high.
We will describe the evolution of the application from the initial one, using single server
with a MySQL backend database, to the current state, where we use a cluster of Virtual
Machines on the French Tier 1 Cloud at Lyon, an ORACLE database backend also at Lyon,
with replication to CERN using ORACLE streams behind a back-up server.
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Evolution of ATLAS conditions data and its
management for LHC run-2

Abstract
The ATLAS detector consists of several sub-detector systems. Both data taking and Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation rely on an accurate description of the detector conditions from every
sub system, such as calibration constants, different scenarios of pile-up and noise conditions,
size and position of the beam spot, etc. In order to guarantee database availability for
critical online applications during data-taking, two database systems, one for online access
and another one for all other database access have been implemented.
The long shutdown period has provided the opportunity to review and improve the run-1
system: revise workflows, include new and innovative monitoring and maintenance tools
and implement a new database instance for run-2 conditions data. The detector conditions
are organized by tag identification strings and managed independently from the different
sub-detector experts. The individual tags are then collected and associated into a global
conditions tag, assuring synchronization of various sub-detector improvements. Furthermore,
a new concept was introduced to maintain conditions over all the different data run periods
into a single tag, by using Interval of Validity (IOV) dependent detector conditions for the
MC database as well. This allows on-flight preservation of past conditions for data and MC
and assure their sustainability with software evolution.
This contribution presents an overview of the commissioning of the new database instance,
improved tools and workflows, and summarizes the actions taken during the run-2 commis-
sioning phase beginning of 2015.
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The ATLAS Software Installation System v2: a
highly available system to install and validate Grid

and Cloud sites via Panda

Abstract

The ATLAS Installation System v2 is the evolution of the original system, used since
2003. The original tool has been completely re-designed in terms of database backend and
components, adding support for submission to multiple backends, including the original WMS
and the new Panda modules. The database engine has been changed from plain MySQL to
Galera/Percona and the table structure has been optimized to allow a full High-Availability
(HA) solution over WAN. The servlets, running on each frontend, have been also decoupled
from local settings, to allow an easy scalability of the system, including the possibility of an
HA system with multiple sites. The clients can also be run in multiple copies and in different
geographical locations, and take care of sending the installation and validation jobs to the
target Grid or Cloud sites. Moreover, the Installation DB is used as source of parameters
by the automatic agents running in CVMFS, in order to install the software and distribute
it to the sites. The system is in production for ATLAS since 2013, having as main sites
in HA the INFN Roma T2 and CERN AI. The LJSFi2 engine is directly interfacing with
Panda for the Job Management, AGIS for the site parameter configurations, and CVMFS
for both core components and the installation of the software itself. LJSFi2 is also able to
use other plugins, and is essentially VO-agnostic, so can be directly used and extended to
cope with the requirements of any Grid or Cloud enabled VO. In this work we’ll present the
architecture, performance, status and possible evolutions to the system for the LHC Run2
and beyond.
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Abstract ID : 208

The ATLAS EventIndex: architecture, design
choices, deployment and first operation experience.

Abstract

The EventIndex is the complete catalogue of all ATLAS events, keeping the references to all
files that contain a given event in any processing stage. It replaces the TAG database, which
had been in use during LHC Run 1. For each event it contains its identifiers, the trigger
pattern and the GUIDs of the files containing it. Major use cases are event picking, feeding
the Event Service used on some production sites, and technical checks of the completion
and consistency of processing campaigns. The system design is highly modular so that its
components (data collection system, storage system based on Hadoop, query web service and
interfaces to other ATLAS systems) could be developed separately and in parallel during
LS1. The EventIndex is in operation for the start of LHC Run 2. This talk describes the
high level system architecture, the technical design choices and the deployment process and
issues. The performance of the data collection and storage systems, as well as the query
services, will be reported.
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A JEE Restful service to access Conditions Data in
ATLAS

Abstract
Usage of Conditions Data in ATLAS is extensive for offline reconstruction and analysis (for
example: alignment, calibration, data quality). The system is based on the LCG Conditions
Database infrastructure, with read and write access via an ad hoc C++ API (COOL), a
system which was developed before Run 1 data taking began. The infrastructure dictates
that the data is organized into separate schemas (assigned to subsystems/groups storing
distinct and independent sets of conditions), making it difficult to access information from
several schemas at the same time.
We have thus created PL/SQL functions containing queries to provide content extraction at
multi-schema level. The PL/SQL API has been exposed to external clients by means of an
intermediate java application server (JBoss), where an application delivering access to the
DB via RESTful services has been deployed. The services allow navigation over multiple
schema content, via simple URLs. The queried data can be retrieved either in XML or
JSON formats, via simple clients (curl, wget or Web browsers).
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Integration of the EventIndex with other ATLAS
systems

Abstract

The ATLAS EventIndex System, developed for use in LHC Run 2, is designed to index
every processed event in ATLAS, replacing the TAG System used in Run 1. Its storage
infrastructure, based on Hadoop, necessitates revamping how information in this system
relates to other ATLAS systems. In addition, the scope of this new application is different
from that of the TAG System. It will store fewer derived quantities, but store more indexes
since the fundamental mechanisms for retrieving these indexes will be better integrated
into all stages of processing, allowing more events from later stages of processing to be
indexed than was possible with the previous system. Connections with other systems are
fundamentally critical to assess dataset completeness, identify data duplication, and check
data integrity, but also needed to enhance user and system interfaces accessing information
in EventIndex. This presentation will give an overview of the ATLAS systems involved,
the relevant metadata, and describe the technologies we are deploying to complete these
connections.
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QuerySpaces on Hadoop for the ATLAS EventIndex

Abstract

The new ATLAS EventIndex catalogue uses a Hadoop cluster to store information on each
event processed by ATLAS. Several tools belonging to the Hadoop eco-system are used to
organise the data in HDFS, catalogue it internally, and provide the search functionality. This
presentation will describe the Hadoop-based implementation of the adaptive query engine
serving as the back-end for the ATLAS EventIndex. The QuerySpaces implementation
handles both original data and search results providing fast and efficient mechanisms for new
user queries using already accumulated knowledge for optimisation. Detailed description
and statistics about user requests are collected in HBase tables and HDFS files. Requests
are associated to their results and a graph of relations between them is created to be used
to find the most efficient way of providing answers to new requests. The environment is
completely transparent to users and is accessible over several command-line interfaces, a
Web Service and a programming API.
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Distributed Data Collection for the ATLAS
EventIndex.

Abstract

The ATLAS EventIndex contains records of all events processed by ATLAS, in all processing
stages. These records include the references to the files containing each event (the GUID of
the file) and the internal “pointer” to each event in the file. This information is collected by
all jobs that run at Tier-0 or on the Grid and process ATLAS events. Each job produces
a snippet of information for each permanent output file. This information is packed and
transfered to a central broker at CERN using an ActiveMQ messaging system, and then
is unpacked, sorted and reformatted in order to be stored and catalogued into a central
Hadoop server. This talk describes in detail the Producer/Consumer architecture to convey
this information from the running jobs through the messaging system to the Hadoop server.
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The evolution of CERN EDMS

Abstract
Large-scale long-term projects such as the LHC require the ability to store, manage, organize
and distribute large amounts of engineering information, covering a wide spectrum of fields.
This information is a living material, evolving in time, following various lifecycles. It has to
reach the next generations of engineers so they understand how their predecessors designed,
crafted, operated and maintained the most complex machines ever built.
This is the role of CERN EDMS. The Engineering and Equipment Data Management
Service has served the High Energy Physics Community for over 15 years. It is the CERN’s
official PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), supporting engineering communities in
their collaborations inside and outside the laboratory. EDMS is integrated with the CAD
(Computer-aided Design) and CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management) systems
used at CERN providing tools for engineers who work in different domains and who are not
PLM specialists.
Over the years, human collaborations and machines grew in size and complexity. So did
the EDMS: it is currently home to more than 2 million files and documents, and has over 6
thousand active users. In April 2014 we released a new major version of EDMS, featuring a
complete makeover of the web interface, improved responsiveness and enhanced functionality.
Following the results of user surveys and building upon feedback received from key users
group, we brought what we think is a system that is more attractive and makes it easy to
perform complex tasks.
In this paper we will describe the main functions and the architecture of EDMS. We will
discuss the available integration options, which enable further evolution and automation of
engineering data management. We will also present our plans for the future development of
EDMS.
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The Database Driven ATLAS Trigger Configuration
System

Abstract
This contribution describes the trigger selection configuration system of the ATLAS low-
and high-level trigger (HLT) and the upgrades it received in preparation for LHC Run 2.
The ATLAS trigger configuration system is responsible for applying the physics selection
parameters for the online data taking at both trigger levels and the proper connection of the
trigger lines across those levels. Here the low-level trigger consists of the already existing
central trigger (CT) and the new Level-1 Topological trigger (L1Topo), which has been
added for Run 2. In detail the tasks of the configuration system during the online data
taking are

• Application of the selection criteria, e.g. energy cuts, minimum multiplicities, trigger
object correlation, at the three trigger components L1Topo, CT, and HLT

• On-the-fly, e.g. rate-dependent, generation and application of prescale factors to the
CT and HLT to adjust the trigger rates to the data taking conditions, such as falling
luminosity or rate spikes in the detector readout

• Recording of the complete trigger configuration for any given point in time, for later
use by data analysts

The core of the trigger configuration system is an oracle database (TriggerDB), with a
dedicated schema to reflect the L1Topo, CT, and HLT configuration needs. A java-based UI
serves as the front-end to the TriggerDB for the trigger experts to store new and modify
existing trigger configurations. C++-based database reader software exists for the trigger
clients to retrieve configurations from the database. Web interfaces exist to display the
information to a large group of ATLAS members.
With the vast amount of upgrades of the CT and HLT during the last two years, and the
addition of the L1Topo, substantial changes to the database and software were necessary,
which will be presented. Technical problems, such as the low-latency distribution of the
configuration across the HLT computing farm and the synchronous application to the data
will be addressed. Also the propagation of the trigger configuration database from the
data-taking side to various ATLAS data reconstruction sites will be discussed, including a
short description how the same trigger configuration mechanism is being used for ATLAS
Monte Carlo simulation. New features such an automated luminosity tracking and prescale
application system, which optimizes the ATLAS data taking efficiency, will also be shown.
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LHCb EventIndex

Abstract
The LHCb experiment routinely generates up to 10ˆ10 events per year. Organizing such an
amount of data in a convenient manner for interactive analysis is non-trivial. It becomes even
more complicated as every event undergoes several versions of reconstructions, and users
have to be able to navigate through many different versions of the same event. This paper
presents the LHCb EventIndex: an event search system designed for organizing LHCb events.
Its primary goal is to allow a fast selection of subsets of events fulfilling a combination of
high-level conditions, such as which trigger has fired, or how many muons were found in the
event.
The system is designed with scalability and extensibility in mind. We describe the part
of the system that deals with Grid scanning, event storage and user interface. Events are
stored by modern open-source NoSQL solutions, with row keys being organized so that
certain searches can be run with only a partial table scan. Such embarrassingly parallel
organization makes search time upper bound equal to a full scan of a regional server, a
constant independent of the total amount of data stored. User interaction is handled by a
master-slave python middleware.
We demonstrate the scalability of the system by performance evaluation on the real LHCb
datasets. This system is also being evaluated by the LHC ATLAS experiment.
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Federating LHCb datasets using the Dirac File
Catalog

Abstract

In the distributed computing model of LHCb the File Catalog (FC) is a central component
that keeps track of each file and replica stored on the Grid. It is federating the LHCb data
files in a logical namespace used by all LHCb applications. As a replica catalog, it is used
for brokering jobs to sites where their input data is meant to be present, but also by jobs for
finding alternative replicas if necessary. The LCG File Catalog (LFC) used originally by
LHCb and other experiments is now being retired and needs to be replaced. The DIRAC File
Catalog (DFC) was developed within the framework of the DIRAC Project and presented
during CHEP 2012. From the technical point of view, the code powering the DFC follows an
Aspect oriented programming (AOP): each type of entity that is manipulated by the DFC
(Users, Files, Replicas, etc) is treated as a separate ‘concern’ in the AOP terminology. Hence,
the database schema can also be adapted to the needs of a Virtual Organization. LHCb
opted for a highly tuned MySQL database, with optimized requests and stored procedures.
This paper will present the improvements brought to the DFC presented at CHEP 2012, its
performance with respect to the LFC, as well as the migration procedure used to migrate
the LHCb data from the LFC to the DFC. Finally it will show how a combination of the
DFC and the LHCb framework Gaudi allow LHCb to build a data federation at low cost.
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Data Management System of the DIRAC Project

Abstract

The DIRAC Interware provides a development framework and a complete set of components
for building distributed computing systems. The DIRAC Data Management System (DMS)
offers all the necessary tools to ensure data handling operations for small and large user com-
munities. It supports transparent access to storage resources based on multiple technologies,
and is easily expandable. The information on data files and replicas is kept in a File Catalog
of which DIRAC offers a powerful and versatile implementation (DFC). Data movement can
be performed using third party services including FTS3. Bulk data operations are resilient
with respect to failures due to the use of the Request Management System (RMS) that keeps
track of ongoing tasks. In this contribution we will present an overview of the DIRAC DMS
capabilities and its connection with other DIRAC subsystems such as the Transformation
System. The DIRAC DMS is in use by several user communities now. The contribution will
present the experience of the LHCb experiment. The experience of other experiements as
well as multi-VO DIRAC services with the use of the DIRAC DMS will be described.
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Monitoring tools of COMPASS experiment at CERN

Abstract
Nowadays, all modern high energy physics experiments are substantially dependent on fast
and reliable data acquisition systems that are able to collect large quantities of data supplied
by various detectors. To ensure smooth and errorless operation, it is necessary to control
and monitor the behavior and state of processes running in the system.
COMPASS is a high energy particle experiment with fixed target located at SPS at CERN
laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. This poster briefly introduces the data acquisition system
of COMPASS and is mainly focused on the part that is responsible for the monitoring of
the nodes in the whole newly developed data acquisition system of the experiment.
The technical shutdown of CERN during years 2013 and 2014 has been used to upgrade
the data acquisition system of the COMPASS experiment. Both new harware, which uses
PFGA cards for event building, and new software has been developed and deployed. The
monitoring of the system is managed by tools called Message Logger and Message Browser.
The Message Logger is a simple console application that collects informative and error
messages. The messages are received via standard switched network and the communication
is handled by the DIM library. The DIM library is a communication tool originally designed
and developed for the DELPHI experiment at CERN. It provides C++, JAVA, and Python
interfaces. The relevant collected messages are then saved into the central COMPASS DAQ
MySQL database.
The Message Browser is a tool with a graphical user interface created in Qt framework based
upon a MVC (model - view - controller) design pattern. It is used to fetch and display
messages previously stored by the Message Logger. It also features so called “online mode”
which serves for acquisition of new messages via network at the time of their origin (this
works similarly to the Message Logger). This functionality saves time and system resources
- the new messages are displayed immediately and the program does not need to poll the
database for new messages. Even though the Message Browser is connected to other nodes
via the DIM service, it is designed to run independently from the other nodes (it requires
only the database to be connected). Therefore it allows quicker response from the operators
of the experiment in case of unexpected behavior or crash of the data acquisition system of
the experiment. The Message Browser is also equipped with ordering and rich and intuitive
filtering options (by all parameters of the messages).
The central data acquisition database stores system configuration and the messages. The
Message_log table is expected to be the largest table in the database. Because the Message
Browser requires high amount of data from the database, the Message_log table uses the
MyISAM storage engine that is optimized for environments with heavy read operations.
For further increase in speed, several indices are created on some of the columns, most
importantly on the Stamp column (ordering by the time of the creation of the message is
most important).
The poster also contains performance tests of the created monitoring tools.
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Evaluation of NoSQL databases for DIRAC
monitoring and beyond

Abstract

Nowadays, many database systems are available but they may not be optimized for storing
time series data. The DIRAC job monitoring is a typical use case of such time series. So
far it was done using a MySQL database, which is not well suited for such an application.
Therefore alternatives have been investigated. Choosing an appropriate database for storing
huge amounts of time series is not trivial as one must take into account different aspects such
manageability, scalability, extensibility etc. We compared the performance of Elasticsearch,
OpenTSDB that is based on HBase and InfluxDB time series NoSQL databases using
the same set of machines and the same data. We also evaluated the effort required for
maintaining them. Using the LHCb Workload Management System, based on DIRAC, as a
use case we have setup a new monitoring system in parallel with the current MySQL system
and we publish the same data into the databases under test. We have evaluated Grafana
(for OpenTSDB) and Kibana (for ElasticSearch) metrics and graph editors for creating
dashboards in order to have clear picture on the usability of each candidate. In this paper
we present the result of this study and the performance of the selected technology. We also
give an outlook of other potential applications of NoSQL databases with DIRAC project.
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Evaluation of NoSQL database MongoDB for HEP
analyses

Abstract

Most analyses in experimental high-energy physics (HEP) are based on the data analysis
framework ROOT. Therefore, simulated as well as measured events are stored in ROOT
trees. A typical analysis loops over events in ROOT files and selects relevant events for
further processing according to certain selection criteria. The emergence of NoSQL databases
provide a new mean for large scale data storage and analyses. NoSQL databases allow
horizontal scaling and can be used as a new approach for HEP analyses. We present a study
that stores simulated top-pair-production events in the document-based NoSQL database
MongoDB. We compare analysis steps using MongoDB as input source to the traditional
approach using ROOT trees. We demonstrate that many analysis steps beyond the selection
of events are supported by the database query language. The advantages and limitations of
the NoSQL approach are discussed in terms of functionality, performance, storage efficiency,
and usability.
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Alignment and calibration of Belle II tracking
detectors

Abstract

The Belle II experiment will start taking data in 2017. The SuperKEKB accelerator will
deliver a factor 40 higher luminosity in comparison to its predecessor, KEKB, to acquire a 50
times larger data sample of B-B[U+0305] events. In order to manage higher occupancy and
background, a new silicon vertex detector consisting of two inner layers of DEPFET pixel
sensors surrounded by four layers of double-sided strip sensors will be installed. The high
target performance of the detector, in particular vertex and momentum resolution, motivated
the development of reliable alignment and calibration procedures. Combined with calibration
of the upgraded drift chamber tracker, this task requires advanced software design and
considerable computing resources. We present track-based alignment and calibration of the
vertex and tracking detector using the global approach of the Millepede II tool in combination
with an advanced track parametrization by the General Broken Lines (GBL) model. The
procedure is implemented within the software framework of the Belle II experiment and GBL
has also been integrated into the experiment-independent track-fitting toolkit GENFIT.
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ConDB - Conditions Database for Particle Physics
Experiments

Abstract

Abstract: Conditions or calibration data are an important part of High Energy experiments.
This kind of data is typically organized in terms of intervals of validity that require a special
type of database table schema and API structure. At Fermilab we have designed and
developed ConDB, a general tool to store, manage and retrieve conditions data organized
into validity intervals in a database. ConDB is highly scalable, has been proven to be capable
of storing data for more than million channels, has many additional features such as data
compression, a direct access API and a scalable high performance web interface. We present
the conceptual design, product features, database representation and system architecture of
this very powerful tool.
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Redundant Web Services Infrastructure for Data
Intensive and Interactive Applications

Abstract
RESTful web services are popular solution for distributed data access and information
management. Performance, scalability and reliability of such services is critical for the
success of data production and analysis in High Energy Physics as well as other areas of
science.
At FNAL, we have been successfully using HTTP/REST-based data access architecture to
provide access to various types of data, in particular, access to scientific databases. We have
built a simple yet versatile infrastructure which allows us to use redundant copies of web
application servers to increase service performance, scalability and availability. It is designed
to handle both state-less and state-full data access methods using distributed web server.
The redundant infrastructure allows us to add or remove individual application servers at any
time without a visible interruption of the service. This infrastructure has been successfully
used for several years now with data web services as well as with interactive web applications.
We will present components of our infrastructure and several examples of how it can be
used.
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The Belle II Conditions Database

Abstract
The Belle II experiment, a next-generation B factory experiment at the KEK laboratory,
Tsukuba, Japan, is expected to collect an experimental data sample fifty times larger than
its predecessor, the Belle experiment. The data taking and processing rates are expected to
be at least one order of magnitude larger as well.
In order to cope with these large data processing rates and huge data samples, the Conditions
Database, which stores the time-dependent calibrations, have to be designed carefully for
successful and efficient data processing and analysis by the worldwide Belle II Collaboration.
The database system needs to offer fast response, has to enable storing experimental
information with fine spatial and time granularity, and ensure the scalability and redundancy
for robust operation.
The Conditions Database design and implementation details, together with future plans,
will be presented in this talk.
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Experience in running relational databases on
clustered storage

Abstract

CERN IT-DB group is migrating its storage platform, mainly NetApp NAS’s running on
7-mode but also SAN arrays, to a set of NetApp C-mode clusters. The largest one is made of
14 controllers and it will hold a range of critical databases from administration to accelerators
control or experiment control databases. This talk shows our setup: network, monitoring,
use of features like transparent movement of file systems, flash pools (SSD + HDD storage
pools), snapshots, etc. It will also show how these features are used on our infrastructure to
support backup & recovery solutions with different database solutions: Oracle (11g and 12c
multi tenancy), MySQL or PostgreSQL. Performance benchmarks and experience collected
while running services on this platform will be also shared. It will be also covered the use of
the cluster to provide iSCSI (block device) access for OpenStack windows virtual machines.
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DataBase on Demand : insight how to build your
own DBaaS

Abstract

Inspired on different database as a service, DBaas, providers, the database group at CERN
has developed a platform to allow CERN user community to run a database instance with
database administrator privileges providing a full toolkit that allows the instance owner to
perform backup/ point in time recoveries, monitoring specific database metrics, start/stop of
the instance and uploading/downloading specific logging or configuration files. With about
150 instances Oracle (11g and 12c), MySQL and PostgreSQL the platform has been designed
and proofed to be flexible to run different RDBMS vendors and to scale up. Initially running
on virtual machines, OracleVM, the instances are represented as objects in the management
database toolset, making it independent of its physical representation. Nowadays instances
run on physical servers together with virtual machines. A high availability solution has
been implemented using Oracle cluster ware. This talk explains how we have built this
platform, different technologies involved, actual user interface, command execution based
on a database queue, backups based on snapshots, and possible future evolution (Linux
containers, storage replication, OpenStack, Puppet,. . . ).
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